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PreK, Kindergarten, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4thPage 2 PreK, Kindergarten, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, HomePage 2Celebrate Earth Day with these fun activities! Use this resource for vocabulary, reading, writing, and mathematics. You can use these activities all in one day or disseminate them to meet your needs. Includes vocabulary word cards: clean, composed, Earth,
green, garbage, nature, planet, plants, recycle, shrink,Page 3Welcome to Dollar Deals! These resources are not luxuries, ready to use stations, centers, lessons and activities - and this one focuses on double facts! Every game is just a dollar because there are no luxuries or extras. We hope you find them useful! This resource is a trailer-oriented instruction
gamePage 4Kindergarten, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, HomeschoolPage 5Engage 1st grade students with this fun, interactive double deed game. In this test preparation powerpoint game, students practice adding double data (4+4, 6+6, 5+5, etc). Each question had several options and students choose A, B, C, or D. There are 25 questions in total and you just have to
click on each questionPage 6Kindergarten, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, HomePage 71st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, Homeschool, StaffPage 8PreK, Kindergarten, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, HomePageschool 9PreK, Kindergarten, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th Page 103, 4th, 5th, 6th, 1st 2nd 7th, 8th Page 11PreK, Kindergarten, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th,
5thPage 1240 pages of resources to support teaching the addition of double digits using double and almost double. It aligns with Common Core and Australian curriculum for grade 2. Concepts move from known facts to double 1-digit numbers, through multiples of ten, multiples of five, 2 digits without regrouping, probThis beautiful halloween printable theme
includes 4 Double Boards game with variable rules: Doubles Plus 1 Doubles Plus 2 Doubles Minus 1 To check my other Halloween activity: Get stuck in the site values -Halloween Edition To see my other doubles games click below: Roll The Die, Free Doubles Bump! | Doubles to 20by This free game is easy to teach, fun to play, and gives members plenty of
practice with doubles at 20! The set includes black and white game boards and color and spinners, indications for three ways to play, as well as a worksheet for practice or evaluation. Perfect for first or second grade students toPage 13 Can be used as matching activities or memory/concentration games ~ MONSTER ADDITION WITH DOUBLES (0+0 to
10+10)~ MONSTER ADDITION WITH DOUBLE PLUS 1 (1+0, 2+1, 3+2, 4+3, 5+4, 6+5, 7+6, 8+7, 9+8, 10+9, 0+1, 1+2, 2+3, 3+4, 4+5, 5+6, 6+7, 7+8, 8+9, 9+10)Each game includes: ~ Matching Cards (coloPage 14Prek, Kindergarten, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5thPage 15Doubles Made GamesSAVE HUGE WITH THE BUNDLE! SECOND DEGREE MATH
PUZZLES SET 1Doubles Fact Puzzle Games - Use 20 puzzle with your 1st, 2nd, or 3rd grade classroom or home school for math centers or stations, activities, math tubs, review, morning work, seat work, review, early or fast quick page 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th Page 17ThIs resource contains 2 Valentine's Love Bug Addition Games (which can be used
as matching activities or memory/concentration games):~ DOUBLE ADDITION (0+0 to 10+10)~ ADDITION DOUBLES MORE 1 (1+0, 2+1, 3+2, 4+3, 5+4, 6+5, 7+6, 8+7, 9+8, 10+9, 0+1, 1+2, 2+3, 3+4, 4+5, 5+6, 6+7, 7+8, 8+9, 9+10Page 18Prek, Kindergarten, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th Page 19Kindergarten, 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4tPage 20Autumn Math - Fall Math
-This resource can be used as a matching game or as a memory/concentration game. The number of facts included are: 1+0, 2+1, 3+2, 4+3, 5+4, 6+5, 7+6, 8+7, 9+8, 10+9, 0+1, 1+2, 2+3, 3+4, 4+5, 5+6, 6+7, 7+8, 8+9, 9+10Included are:~20 pairs of matching spider addition number cards (page 21 You'll love how easy it is to print and prepare this
Thanksgiving Math Game! Are you looking to add some excitement to your central time? This very attractive subtraction double skill center game is fast and easy to prepare and can be used for a variety of games, concentration, match gamesSubjects:Grades:Types:CCSS:2.OA. B.2, 1.OA. C.6, K.OA. A.5, K.OA. A.2Help your students develop fluency with
their counting skills by reinforcing their math strategies from double done to 10. Multiple activities included to help students develop skills that will support their addition and rest skills. These skills are especially important to develop in first gradeSubjects:Grades:Type:CCSS:K.CC. C.6, K.CC. B.5, K.CC. B.4, K.CC. A.3Use this attractive family digital game to
help your students learn the relationship between addition and the rest and become fluid in basic mathematical facts at the same time! Your students will master the additional mental math strategy, DOUBLES, with this fun PowerPoint game aligned with CCSS in the contSubjects:Grades:Type:CCSS:3.OA. A.2, 2.OA. B.2, 1.OA. C.6, 1.OA. C.5, 1.OA. B.3... In
this fight your students will have an EXPLOSION playing with the Double Scoop Aliens as they answer questions of Doubles &amp; Near Doubles (Doubles +1) while completing 3 activities: &gt;&gt;There are 1 Instruction Card and 20 Game Cards&lt;&lt; All cards have audio instructions and the Double CarSubjects:Grades:Type:CCSS:2.OA. C.4, 2.OA. C.3,
2.OA. B.2, 2.OA. A.1, 2.NBT. B.7A without printing, no preparation resource to give your students the practice with their double addition facts! This interactive PDF allows students of all ages to practice facts of fluency independently while receiving immediate feedback for each response. Students, teachers or parents can download the PDF and open it Page
22Near Doubles GameSAVE HUGE WITH THE BUNDLE! SECOND GRADE MATH PUZZLE SET 1Near Double Facts Puzzle Games - Use these 20 puzzles with the 1st, 2nd, or 3rd grade or home school students for math centres or stations, activities, mathematical bathtubs, revision, morning work, seat work, review, principles or faPage 23Ens 2
ADDITION GAMES that can be used as matching activities or memory/concentration games ~ ADDITION WITH DOUBLES (0+0 to 10+10)~ ADDITION WITH DOUBLE PLUS One (1+0, 2+1, 3+2, 3+2, 5+4, 6+5, 7+6, 8+7, 9+8, 10+9, 0+1, 1+2, 2+3, 3+4, 4+5, 5+6, 6+7, 7+8, 8+9, 9+10)Each addition game includes: ~ Page 24Prek, Kindergarten, 1st, 2nd, 3rd,
4th Page 251, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 11th, 12th Page 261, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 4th , 5th, 6th, 7th, 8th Worksheets &gt; Mathematics &gt; Grade 1 &gt; Add &gt; Adding double doubles (2+2, 3+3, and so on) are key mathematical data to memorize; can be used to quickly solve other additional mathematical data in two steps: solve the double fact
and then add or subtract from this sum. Similar: Add doubles over 1Adding near doubles Math Use doubles to find the answers! The math worksheet shows your child how to make adding problems a little easier by doubling a 1-digit number and adding one to quickly find their answer. For example, 6+7 is faster as 6 +6=12 and + 1=13. Bank on our
impression by adding double worksheets to familiarize grade 1 and grade 2 children with this strategy or for a quick update of strategy and help children demonstrate fluency and subtraction by creating equivalent sums, but easier or known. Either by adding doubles, completing the doubles, adding doubles more 1, or more 2, minus 1, or less 2, or adding
about doubles the exercise options are endless to build fluency by adding identical single-digit numbers. Use our response key for instant assessment. There is no mathematical problem that practice can not fix, it is just about putting your strategies in place. Our answer key is a time saver. It's always a win-win with our free addition doubles tokens. Adding
doubles with real-life objects five fingers in one hand and five in the other make it 10. Emotion channel like brainstorming 1st grade kids, for examples of real-life doubles and then keep track with our double worksheet pdfs adding. Adding Double Count in these double addition exercises to achieve mental mathematical fluidity. Inspire children to complete the
facts of doubles and as a bonus, children get to double the values in two interesting problems of the word of real life. Complete the fact of doubles How well do you know your double facts? Check yourself with our printable by adding double worksheets. Instruct children to break down each number in their doubles and complete the facts. Adding Doubles Plus
1 Gretta had 4 bands, and Elsa had 5. Apply the +1 doubles strategy by doubling the smaller addend and adding 1. Remember to add doubles actually for 4 and solve the add problem in a jiffy! Adding Doubles Minus 1 Make practice time by adding two more consecutive numbers by inviting with our doubles minus 1 pdf worksheet. Everything that children in
grade 1 have do is twice the largest number and subtract 1 from it. Add Double Plus 2 Upskill in the application to add double strategy with these problems where the addends are not consecutive. Double the smaller addend, collect the fact of memory doubles and add 2 to it. Adding Doubles Minus 2 All your 2nd grade kids need to get on with practice is here
in these doubles minus 2 pdfs of worksheet. Build on the strategy by duplicating the largest number, writing the doubles and subtracting 2. Adding Near Doubles Streamline the practice of grade 2 kids with our impression adding near double worksheets. Transform any equation of addition to a double fact and add or subtract 1 or 2 from it to solve another fact.
Fact.
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